S H A K E R CO L L E C T I O N

Hidcote | Malton | Tresco

MALTON IN PAINTED SEAL GREY

I N T R O D U C I N G T R E S CO,
M A LTO N & H I D COT E
–

Our three new ranges, Tresco, Malton and Hidcote

But we’re not wanting to undersell these latest

demonstrate attention to detail and authenticity

designs. Manufactured to the same exacting

is the core of our latest offer. Using sustainable

standards in the same UK workshops as our

timber, high quality components and skilled

in-frame ranges they have the same premium paint

craftsmen, we’re able to offer strong reassurances

finishes and high specification cabinet interiors.

on quality and durability, all supported by our
prestigious Manufacturer’s Guild Mark award and

The ranges come with the same selection of

comprehensive ten-year guarantee.

coordinating accessories and curated colour
palette that allow you to add character to your

All three ranges are variations of the popular

kitchen. To suit the unique set of requirements of

shaker style that offers enduring appeal. Malton

each home we offer a wealth of made to measure

and Hidcote are the most pared back, whilst Tresco

features; from exclusive cabinet sizes and bespoke

is the more classical choice with its delicately

accessories through to personalised colour.

beaded profile. The unfussy styling makes it
possible for the ranges to be cleverly positioned in

Let’s not forget the interior of your kitchen and

any setting and property type. The honest shaker

speak about this for a moment, as there are more

design can be styled as such or elevated with the

options to suit lifestyle, taste and budget. The

addition of key accessories, colour choices and

range boasts an enormous choice of units and

handles to give a more luxurious detailed finish.

intelligent storage solutions, from SpaceTowers
and pull out shelving to bottle and towel rails.

Intentionally, we’ve designed each of the ranges to
reflect the decorative in-frame ranges within our

Select from either an MFC or Natural Oak veneered

Kitchen Makers collection, making them helpful

cabinet for your interiors. Both are supremely

companions to one another. Tresco is stylistically

reliable options, the MFC cabinet is available in a

paired with Somerton and Malton with Haddon, and

choice of four colours whilst the more authentic,

Hidcote forms the perfect partner with Alderley.

premium grade veneered natural oak cabinet is
sealed with a protective, low sheen matt lacquered

Their shared design details allow you to combine

finish. There are further options for drawer boxes,

the compatible ranges into the same kitchen

which can be either Blum LegraBox or hand-

scheme. If desired, for reasons of design choice or

crafted dovetail jointed timber drawer boxes.

budget, the more pared back options of Tresco,
Hidcote or Malton can be utilised in adjoining areas

Once you’ve specified your kitchen, the result

such as the utility, pantry or boot room.

is a kitchen which is uniquely yours, and which
functions in a way that perfectly suits the way in
which your family live their life.

HIDCOTE IN PAINTED CHALK

HIDCOTE IN PAINTED BONE & CASHMERE

TRESCO IN PAINTED BALTIC GREEN

MALTON IN PAINTED PUTTY

CO LO U R S
–
We’ve been curating tints and hues long before curating became an interiors
buzzword, because we know that colour is the one area where you can really
make your mark and stamp your personality.

Bone

Cashmere

Chalk

Putty

French Grey

Soft Grey

Gravel

Mink

Soft Moss

Thyme

Baltic Green

Seal Grey

Fjord Green

Pale Navy

Prussian Blue

Charcoal
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